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Abstract:  

In this paper, Group key agreement means multip le parties want to create a common secret key to be used to exchange informat ion 

securely. The group key agreement with an arb itrary connect ivity graph, where each user is only aware of h is neighbor and has no 

informat ion about the existence of other users. Further, he has no information about the network topology. We implement the existing 

system with more t ime efficient manner and provide a multicast key generation server which is expected in future scope by current 

authors. We supplant the Diffie Hellman key exchange protocol by a new multicast key exchange protocol that can work with one to 

one and one to many functionality. We also tend to  implement a strong symmetric encryption for improving file  security in the 

system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In scattered framework, I assembling key statement tradition 

accept an essential part. They are expected to give a get-together 

of customers with a typical secret key such that the customers 

can securely talk with each other over an open framework. 

Gathering key  comprehension implies various social affairs need 

to make a run of the mill secret key to be used to exchange 

informat ion securely. We consider the social occasion key 

simultaneousness with a self-emphatic system outline, where 

each customer is only aware of his neighbors and has no 

informat ion about the nearness of various customers. Further, he 

has no information about the framework topology.  

 

In proposed work, there is no central energy to instate 

customers. Each of them can be instated self-ru ling using PKI. A 

social event key statement for this setting is outstandingly 

appropriate for applications, for instance, an interpersonal 

association. Under our setting, we create two beneficial 

inactively secure traditions. We moreover exhib it lower limits 

on the round Complexity which demonstrates that our traditions 

are round capable.  

 

In extraord inarily designated framework, the customers are 

commonly convenient. The social affair part is not known early 

and the customers may join and leave the get-together a 

significant part of the time. In such circumstances, component 

gathering key comprehension traditions are required. Such 

arranges must ensure that the social affair session key updates 

after get-together part changing such that subsequent session 

keys are protected from the leaving people and past session keys 

are protected from the joining people. There are especially 

different component gathering key comprehension traditions. 

Customer security infers that any leaving part from a social 

event can't create new assembling and jo ining part into a get-

together can't discover in advance used assembling key. In this 

assignment we realize the present system with extra time 

profitable way and give a multicast key time server which is 

typical in future expansion by current makers.  We in like 

manner have a tendency to execute an in number symmetric 

encryption for improv ing report security in the structure. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Shaoquan jiang propsed that a social event key perception issue 

where a client is just mindful of his neighbors while the 

framework diagram is discretionary [1].  

 
Shahela A Khan, Prof. Dhananjay M. Sable  proposed that, 

gathering key authentication convention acknowledge. They are 

wanted to give a social event of clients with a common question 

key such that clients can safely converse with each other over an 

open system [2]  

 

Zongyu Song, PengfeiCai, Jie Yang proposed that,a part 

acknowledged amassing key validation custom is shown 

utilizing blending for without any preparation structures. Its 

security is shown under Decisional Bilinear Daffier-Hellman 

supposition [3].  

 
Anurag Singh Tomar, Gaurav Kumar Tak, Manmohan Sharma 

proposed that gathering key concurrence with focus certification 

game plan. It 's a changed structure which combines the 

fragments and points of interest of both Flexible Robust Group 

Key Agreement and additionally Efficient Authentication 

Protocol for Virtual Subnet custom. [4].  

 
K. Kumar, j. Nafeesa Begum , Dr V. Sumathy  proposed an 

addresses a fascinating security issue in remote remarkab ly 

assigned structure: the dynamic Group key Agreement 

foundation. For secure get-together correspondence in Ad hoc 

structure, a party key shared by all part .  [5].  
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D. Augot, R. Bhaskar, V. Issarny and D. Sacchetti  proposed , A 

Group Key Agreement (GKA) convention is an instrument to set 

up a cryptographic key for a social event of people in light of 

every one's devotion, over an open structure [6].  

 

 N. Renugadevi ,C. Mala proposed that a practical contributory 

social gathering key understanding custom for secure 

correspondence between the lightweight little contraptions in 

subjective radio adaptable remarkably assigned systems. A 

Ternary tree based Group ECDH.2 custom that ues a bundle 

rekeying estimation amidst selection change [7].  

 
Reddi Siva Ranjan i, D. LalithaBhaskari, P. S. Avadhani 

proposed that a verified awry gathering key understanding 

convention, which offers security against dynamic and also 

inactive assaults. Proposed convention utilizes show encryption 

component without depending on the trusted merchant to 

circulate the mystery key [8].  

 
Abhimanyu Kumar,  Sachin Tripathi proposed an effective and 

contributory gathering key assention convention furthermore 

bolster dynamic operations like jo in, leave, combine, and so on 

by utilizing ECC based Diffie Hellman key trade [9].  

 

Trishna Panse, Vivek Kapoor, Prashant Panse proposed, a 

diagram of conventions utilized as a part of Bluetooth 

correspondence and vulnerabilit ies of the Bluetooth framework. 

Different sorts of security shortcomings like no uprightness 

check, man in center assault, Bluesnarf assault and numerous 

more are availab le in Bluetooth transmission[10].  

 
M. Swetha, L. Haritha  proposed interim based calculations are 

Batch calculat ion and the Queue-group calculation. The interim 

based methodology gives re-keying proficiency to element 

associate gatherings while saving both conveyed and 

contributory properties [11]. 

 

Y. Amir, Y. Kim, C. Nita-Rotaru and G. Tsudik proposed an 

inside and outside correlation and investigation of the five ways 

to showed in light of trial results got in genuine nearby and 

wide-zone systems. The broad execution estimation analyses led 

for all routines offer experiences into their adaptability and 

reasonableness. [12].  

 
Mahdi Aiash, GlenfordMapp and AboubakerLasebae proposed 

that takes a gander at how existing examination endeavors the 

HOKEY W G, Mobile Ethernet and 3GPP frameworks react to 

this new environment and give security instruments [13].  

 

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

In proposed work we actualize the current work with additional 

time proficient way and give a multicast key era server which is 

normal in future extension by current creators. We additionally 

tend to execute a solid symmetric encryption for enhancing 

document security in the framework. The proposed work is 

wanted to be completed in the accompanying way: 

 
Fig 1: System Architecture 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 .Group based data sharing web Application  

Nowadays, group oriented applications are very popular and can 

be divided into one-to-many, few-to-many, and any-to-any 

applications. Among these, we are interested in any to any 

applications. Usually this  kind of applicat ion, for example, video 

conference, is collaborative and such collaborative applications 

needs peer group underlying. This group also requires rich 

communicat ion semantics and tighter control of members and 

put emphasis on reliability and security. 

 We will be developing web  based application that will 

provide group chat and file sharing services. 

 

 
 

 
Fig 2. create group 

 

 
Fig 3. Group chat 
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Data Encryption 

 

The data to be share will be encrypted using AES Algorithm .the 

key will be generated using key generation server. 

 
Fig 4. Encrypted File  

 

File Sharing  

 

Data to be share will be in form of text o r multimedia file.  

 

Rekey ing 

 

Key management is a building block for all other cryptographic 

and secure applications. 

Whenever a user joins or leaves a group the multicast key server 

will generates a key and provide to all user of respective group. 

 

 
Fig 5. Re-Keying 

 

Majority based voting scheme implementation  

 

Whenever a user subscribe to some group the majority based 

voting protocol which will decide whether to approve or rejected 

user requested based on majority group.  

 

 
Fig 6. Request send to all member of g roup 

 
Fig 7. Show request 

 

 

5. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

Data Security: 

        Text and other data is made secure by using AES algorithm 

of key size 256. 

 

Key Security: 

         Key Security is provided by using random key generation 

obtained by using System.getNonotime(). 

 

Key Agreement: 

        Key agreement defines when the key will change. Key will 

change    when someone joins/leaves  the group chat. 

 

Compression: 

         Data compression for high storage efficiency is provided 

by using Zip4j API which provides compression up to 40%.  

 

Attack Avoidance: 

         The system can defined against SQLi Attack and XSS 

based web security attacks. 

 

6. ANALYSIS TABLE 

 

Parameter Value 

Data Security AES-256 bit key and Temp. random key 

generation for users 

Key Security Random key generation for every group 

Key Agreement Key changes on Join/Leave 

Compression Zip compression provided using Zip4j 

API 

Attacks Avoidance SQL Inject ion & XSS Attack 

 

 

Difference between Existing and proposed System 

 

Existing System Proposed System 

Data security through CP-ABE 

128 b it 

Data security through AES-256 

bit 

No zipping  Zipping 

Admin Ruling  Majority Based Ruling 

Key change efficiency not 

considered 

Key change efficiency with 

random key generation 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Group based data sharing system are quite popular these days 

and required higher data security. In proposed system improved 

the security of existing system with higher  secured encryption 

and at the same time lowered the storage issue by using zipping. 

Also improved key privacy using random key generation user 

joins or leaves the group.  

In future one can either p ropose, improving fast decision making 

using timing based protocol and providing indiv idual chat rooms 

for users. And the project can also be extended by implementing 

some methodology in mobile app platforms.  
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